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History 

FAMOUS EVENTS: What happened on ... ? 

Was ist am 20. November 1945 geschehen? 
an diesem Tag in der Geschichte 

Why Nuremberg? 

The Allies had already decided in 1942 that Nazi war criminals would be punished after the war. 

The "Declaration on German Atrocities in Occupied Europe" - signed in Moscow in 1943- promised that 

once the Nazi party was defeated, the Allies would "pursue them to the uttermost ends of the earth ... in 

order that justice may be done." 

The British government I Pt'., , , wanted to "shoot the leaders once they were caught and formally 

identified," but it was eventually decided that a legal process should take place. · 

But where? 

The Soviets wanted Berlin, the capital of Nazi Germany. 

Leipzig and Luxemburg were also briefly considered - but in the end, Nuremberg won out. 

As well as boasting a Palace of Justice that had remained largely undamaged during the war, 

Nuremberg had a symbolic connection to Nazi Germany. 

It had been the host of the party's annual propaganda rallies, as well as the birthplace of the anti-Semitic 

Nuremberg Laws. 

In Nuremberg, then, the Nazi party would meet its symbolic end. 

The mystery of Martin Bormann 

In November 1945, 22 Nazi leaders were put on trial in Court Room 600 of Nurnberg-Furth Regional 

Court - but only 21 of them were present. 

As private secretary to Hitler, Martin Bormann was part of the Nazi Chancellor's inner circle and held a 

position of great power in the party. 

But by November 20th, Bormann had vanished. 

He was tried in absence, convicted of war crimes and crimes against humanity, and sentenced to death 

by hanging. 

It wasn't until 1972 that Bormann's remains were found in Berlin. He had committed suicide in May 1945, 

forensic examinations suggested. 


